
   

   

 

 

 

 

Jeff Smith Trophy  2011 
 

Champions 2011 

Martin Pedersen, Kurt Villardsen and Flemming Vad  
 

JST 60+ It was Martin Pedersen DK, who after a lot of fighting could bring home the victory in the class.  

Throughout the races he was fighting with Sören Johansson SE, who finally took the second place. In 

several races Martin started off a bit down in the field, but mostly he managed to turn it around to his 

advantage before the checker flag fell! Michael Koch DE came on the third place, tight followed of the 

best 66+ rider in the 60+ class - Aage Nickelsen, DK. Second 66+ rider was Börge Vad DK and third 

Erland Jensen DK. 

 

JST 50+ Kurt Villardsen on his Rickman/BSA took the first place, which he did after bringing home five 

40: pooints places in a row! After that he earlier has been riding CZ, it now seems that he gets on well 

with his 4-stroke bike. On the places right after came Jens Nygaard DK and Peter Nörgard DK  

 

JST Open Age After only six ridden legs (of totally nine-) Flemming Vad DK, with his wonderful, 

relaxed way to handle his BSA, who took the victory in the class. Mats Sundelius SE came on second- and 

Daniel Birkemose DK on the third place.  

 

The JST class, named after the Champion from the 60-ies on the BSA bikes, Jeff Smith, got a sort of slow 

start the start up year. Many riders had announced their interest in advance, but a lot less have applied. 

One possible reason can be that the mentor for the class, Peter Christiansen DK, in the middle of the 

ongoing preparations for the start up so sadly died in an accident. Other tried to follow up with support of 

the JST, but sort of didn’t reach all the way – Peter had an admirable number of contact persons. Next 

year, it is the time for new energy – the number of attending riders to the JST are expected to accelerate by 

then!  
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